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This critical review introduces a discussion on the inﬂuence of preparative procedures
(nanofabrication) of nanostructured hybrids and biohybrids, comparing their structural and
textural characteristics that determine the properties of the resulting materials. Selected
examples of silicate-based hybrids of analogous compositions prepared by both molecular
and blocks-assembly bottom–up strategies are discussed to show advantages and inconveniences
of each methodology (341 references).
1. Introduction
Nanostructured hybrid and biohybrid compounds are consid-
ered as one of the main research areas in materials science and
technology for developing functional and structural advanced
materials.1–10 The design and preparation procedures11 are
critical to obtain nanomaterials provided of suitable properties.
Nanomaterials fabrication habitually applies bottom–up
and top–down concepts. Bottom–up implies the construction
and growth using precursors that became organized from the
nanometric level mainly through chemical processes such as
sol–gel, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), template synthesis
or spray pyrolysis.5 In the opposite way, top–down
approaches essentially consist in the controlled nanostructuration
of a bulk material by breaking it into smaller pieces or
patterning it using diverse physical and/or chemical tools. In
addition to molecular precursors, bottom–up strategies can
also make use of already formed entities or nano-objects as
small building units, which are hierarchically combined to
fabricate the targeted nanomaterial in a procedure that could
be named as blocks-assembly or building blocks approach.4 In
addition to naturally occurring entities that are used as
nanobuilding blocks, other nano-objects can be designed and
synthesized with well-deﬁned molecular or nanosized structure
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and well-deﬁned size and shape, and provided with interesting
chemical or physical properties, which is a key factor for the
fabrication of functional materials. Usually the construction
of complex materials from nanobuilding blocks involves their
assembly at the nanometric scale with a second component,
including diverse entities from molecular and polymeric
species to nanoparticles.12,13 The concept of LEGOt-like
chemistry regarding the assembling of nanobuilding blocks
(Fig. 1), can be included within the blocks-assembly
methodology together with others than imply the assembly
between molecular and polymeric species, nanosized particles,
and even biological fragments or entities.
Organic–inorganic hybrid materials result from the combi-
nation between the two organic and inorganic integrating
parts at the molecular level, i.e. at the nanometer range.14
The synthesis of this type of materials requires soft conditions,
being commonly carried out by certain bottom–up procedures
including molecular approaches (e.g. sol–gel processes) and
blocks assembly (e.g. intercalation processes). Hybrids
composed of alike organic and inorganic components may
have chemical similitude but diﬀerent structural arrangements
and textural features, and therefore they can exhibit diﬀerent
properties. Examples include hybrids composed of silica and
surfactant agents that are prepared by assembling of a layered
silica solid, such as sodium octosilicate, and long-chain
alkylammonium species, giving rise to an organo-silica via
intercalation processes. However, the template syntheses
starting from molecular silica precursors (e.g. TEOS) in the
presence of the alkylammonium surfactants can result in
diverse mesophases that show diﬀerent structures and
topologies (lamellar, cubic, hexagonal, ...).
Table 1 shows some examples of the preparation of
organic–inorganic hybrid and biohybrid materials containing
silica and silicate as inorganic counterpart following diﬀerent
approaches of nanofabrication.
The aim of this review is to introduce and to discuss
nanostructured hybrids and biohybrids prepared by using
two bottom–up strategies, molecular approach and blocks-
assembly (Fig. 2), which yield materials of analogous
composition but provided with diﬀerent functionalities,
properties and applications. In this context, we intend to select
illustrative examples, derived mainly from our own experience
rather than make an exhaustive report on materials, methods
and applications appeared amongst the scientiﬁc literature.
2. Hybrids from discrete organic molecules
assembled to silica and silicate matrices
2.1 Surfactants assembling to silica and silicates
Surfactants form structured molecular assemblies in concen-
trated solutions and their structures depend on the conditions,
including concentration, temperature, additives and so on.15,16
Fig. 1 Nanoparticulate-based hybrid composed by inorganic
nanobuilding blocks (e.g. polyoxometalate clusters connected by
organic linkers. (Reprinted with permission from ref. 12. Copyright
2001 American Chemical Society.)
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Surfactant aggregates formed at interfaces17 have attracted interest
for constructing molecular devices and thin functional coatings.
It is known that surfactants can solubilize various molecular
species with retention of ordered structures. Surfactant aggre-
gates have also been used, not only simply to incorporate
molecular species into the ordered structure to form
host–guest systems, but also as structure directing agent for
various organic18 and inorganic polymers.19–21 Lamellar
phases of surfactant aggregates have been used to prepare
lamellar inorganic polymers such as silica.19–21 One beautiful
example of this kind of inorganic–surfactant mesophases is the
precursor (silica–surfactant mesostructured compounds) of
mesoporous materials such as MCM-41.22 Originally, it was
thought that soluble silica species are immobilized on the
hydrophilic part of surfactant mesophases (hexagonal
mesophase for MCM-41 (Fig. 3) and cubic and lamellar for
MCM-48 and MCM-50, respectively) to form organic–
inorganic hybrid mesostructures.22–24 Later on, a silica-
tropic mechanism was proposed for the formation of
silica–surfactant mesostructured materials, when surfactant
aggregation occurred by the interactions between soluble silica
and the hydrophilic head group of the surfactant. This idea is
supported by the fact that the silica–surfactant mesostructured
materials are formed in diluted surfactant solutions, where the
surfactant itself does not form mesophases.
Table 1 Schematic classiﬁcation of most common nanofabrication methods of hybrid and biohybrid silica and silicate based materials
Nano-fabrication
method Synthesis approaches Examples Refs.
Molecular strategy Sol–gel process Entrapment of dyes in a silica matrix generated from TEOS Levy & Avnir, 1991 (ref. 89)
Template synthesis Silica–surfactant mesophases Beck et al., 1992 (ref. 22)
Blocks assembly Intercalation Crown-ethers intercalation in clay minerals Ruiz-Hitzky & Casal, 1978 (ref. 62)
Layer-by-layer Protein–silicate ﬁlms Lvov et al., 1996 (ref. 340)
Grafting Organosilicic compounds by reaction of organosilanes
on silicates surface
Ruiz-Hitzky, 2004 (ref. 14)
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of bottom–up strategies involving molecular-assembly or blocks-assembly.
Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the formation of silica-based
hybrids containing cationic surfactants. Diﬀerent arrangements are
possible depending on the adopted bottom–up strategy.
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Inorganic–surfactant hybrid mesophases are also formed
when homogeneous solutions containing soluble silica species
and surfactant are dried by casting, spin and dip-coating.25–27
Depending on the adopted experimental conditions such as
silica : surfactant ratio, various surfactant mesophases have
been immobilized by assembling with silica.28 These
cooperative assembly processes are very important to give
highly ordered mesostructures. Depending on the synthetic
conditions, such as solvent evaporation rate and pH of the
precursor, physical mixtures or composites without regular
periodic structures are often formed.
Being similar to those of aqueous surfactant mesophases,
silica–surfactant mesostructured materials can ‘‘dissolve’’
organic molecular species during the hybrid formation. The
incorporation can be done to control the pore size of
MCM-4122 as well as imparting functions such as optical
properties into the mesostructured materials.29–31
Organosilanes containing a surfactant-chain can be
spontaneously self-organized as micellar systems showing the
capacity of being hydrolysed and condensed through the
alkoxy groups allowing the preparation of organo-silica
materials.32 In this way, surfactant-silanes, such as
n-octadecyldimethyl(3-trimetoxysilylpropyl)ammonium chloride,
are able to give hybrid micelles of lamellar or hexagonal
symmetries. The condensation of the hydrolysed alkoxysilane
head with itself or with other silanes (e.g. TEOS) gives rise to
lamellar or hexagonal mesophases of MCM-41 like materials
(Fig. 4). These mesophases can be thermally treated to obtain
the corresponding self-organized silica mesoporous materials
but, more interestingly, they themselves show selective
molecular swelling properties.32 This behaviour is explained
by the presence of the lipophilic charged-chains that allows the
uptake of ions and molecules of diﬀerent nature, being of
interest in the development of diﬀerent functional materials
for optics, magnetics and other applications.
Hybrids resulting from the assembly of alkylammonium-
based surfactants on various solid surfaces have been
investigated so far. Various forms of silica (silica gel, colloidal
silica, quartz, etc.) are known to adsorb surfactants on their
surface from aqueous solutions.33 The adsorption of surfac-
tants on layered silicates is a unique example where surfactant
is conﬁned in a two-dimensional nanospace, the molecular
arrangement being controlled by the host–guest interactions
(Fig. 3).34–38 In this intercalation system, the arrangement of
surfactant is simply determined by the layer charge density
of the surface, which is a self-organization process (block
assembly, where the nanostructures were determined by the
surface characteristics of the silicate layers) apparently
diﬀerent from previously mentioned silica-surfactant meso-
structures, where cooperative assembly occurs (from molecular
precursors). The arrangement is discussed on the basis of
changes in the basal spacing values deduced from X-ray
diﬀraction patterns. The packing and orientation of the
alkyl-chains in the interlayer spaces depends on the surface
layer charge density.34 Recent studies and model calculations
reveal more detailed description on the alkyl-chains organiza-
tion in the interlayer space39,40 though Lagaly’s conceptual
model is still useful to explain the interactions and spatial
arrangements and distances measured.41 Electrostatic inter-
actions between the silicate surface and the cationic head
group are the driving force for the molecular intercalation,
while the intercalated surfactant can interact with adjacent
surfactant (intermolecular interactions) to form a unique
assembly under the eﬀects of the cooperative van der Waals
forces.37 Therefore, host–guest interactions and guest–guest
interactions play a dominant role for the nanostructure
formation in this type of silicate based hybrids.
Smectite clays are the most common layered silicate
materials and organo-ammonium ions surfactants are the
most extensively studied guest species in the intercalation
chemistry of smectites, giving the so-called organoclays. The
assembly of organo-ammonium ions in the interlayer space of
layered silicates can be regarded as a novel state of aggregates
conﬁned in a two-dimensional nanospace immobilized by
ultra-thin inorganic layers. Organoclays have found numerous
applications because the presence of surfactants renders the
hydrophilic interlayer space of phyllosilicates as an organo-
philic environment.42 The combination of the hydrophobic
nature of the surfactant and the stable layered structures of the
silicate sheets lead to unique physicochemical properties.
Thus, organoclays based on smectites have been extensively
studied for industrial and environmental applications, such as
Fig. 4 Use of a surfactant-silane for self-templating assembly to give hybrid micelles of lamellar or hexagonal symmetries (based on ref. 32).
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rheology controlling agents in paints, greases and cosmetics,
nanoﬁllers in the preparation of clay–polymer nano-
composites, adsorbents for poorly water soluble species, hosts
for electrochemical reactions, as matrices for photofunctional
species and catalytically active species, as well as in the
so-called environmentally-oriented pesticide formulations that
avoid or reduce the loss of bioactivity due to volatility or
photodegradation of insecticides and herbicides.41 The
surfactant in the interlayer space can be regarded as an
aggregate, since phase transition of the dioctadecyldimethyl-
ammonium ion intercalated in smectites has been reported and
the phase transition between the gel and liquid-crystalline
phases aﬀected the diﬀusion and reaction of solute molecules.43,44
However, new tendencies in organoclays preparation focus on
the use of non-toxic modiﬁers of biological origin such as
lecithin based tensioactives45 or diverse biopolymers46 instead
of the conventional surfactant quaternary ammonium based
agents because their ‘‘bio-friendly’’ character may enlarge
their applications to the food, pharmaceutical and biomedical
ﬁelds.41 Some examples of these materials are discussed in
sections below.
Materials based in the interaction of alkylammonium ions
with layered polysilicates, such as kanemite (NaHSi2O5) and
magadiite (Na2Si14O29nH2O), have been also reported.47 The
interaction of kanemite with such cations was initially
investigated by Beneke and Lagaly who reported the forma-
tion of intercalation compounds of kanemite with several
organo-ammonium ions.48 These silicate–organic complexes
show three-dimensional silica network formation with char-
acteristics that depend on the degree of ion-exchange,
expansion of interlayer spacing, and silanol condensation
between the layers. In fact, after thermal treatment of the
intercalated phases three-dimensional silica networks with
high speciﬁc surface areas (about 900 m2 g1) are retained
and, more importantly, the pore size varies with the chain
length of the ions used.49 For instance, when kanemite is
allowed to react with alkyl-trimethylammonium ions, the
silicate structure of the product (silicate–organic complexes)
leads after calcination to mesoporous silica with narrow pore
size distributions and a very large surface area (ca. 1000 m2 g1).
A folded-sheet mechanism of silicate layers of kanemite has
been proposed with regard to the formation mechanism of the
three-dimensional silicate–organic complexes.50 The proposed
mechanism involves the intercalation of ions into the
interlayer space of kanemite via an ion-exchange process of
interlayer sodium ions and subsequent folding and condensa-
tion of thin silicate layers.
Organoammonium-exchanged layered silicates of the
smectite family can be used as intermediates to template
mesoporous silica, e.g.M41S, that remains as pillars separating
the phyllosilicate layers giving rise to the so-called porous clay
heterostructures (PCHs).51 The organoclay which incorpo-
rates long-chain alkylammonium ions is further solvated with
an amine (e.g., decylamine) to organize micelles in the
interlayer space of the clay to which the silica precursor
(tetraethoxysilane, TEOS) can enter. The silica formed is
templated by the surfactant–amine micelle and after calcina-
tion a PCH is obtained with a typical basal spacing in the
order of 3 nm and BET surface areas up to 800 m2 g1.51 This
is a kind of bottom–up process in a nanoscopic environment
(interlayer space) and the approach has been applied to other
types of layered silicates as well as to other layered materials
such as transition-metal oxides.52,53 For instance, pillaring
of magadiite, kenyaite (Na2Si21O43nH2O) and ilerite
(Na2Si14O29nH2O) has been carried out by the intercalation
and polymerization of TEOS into octylammonium-
intercalated silicates swollen with octylamine. Silica pillared
ilerite showed a BET surface area as great as 1100 m2 g1 upon
calcination at 873 K and ca. 600 m2 g1 even at 1173 K where
conventional zeolites tend to collapse when heated at these
temperatures.54,55 The above-mentioned case is another
beautiful example of molecular intercalation and subsequent
self-assembly of the intercalated surfactant following a
bottom–up process that occurs within the interlayer space of
silica-based solids of 2D structural arrangement.
When organoclays based on layered silicates are expanded
in the presence of an alcohol of relatively low polarity
(e.g., n-butanol), which allows the incorporation of a silicon
alkoxide (e.g., tetramethoxysilane, TMOS) that is further
hydrolysed in a controlled manner, the subsequent poly-
condensation provokes a sol–gel transition of the system. In
contrast to the abovementioned PCHs, the resulting materials
consist of a silica network between the phyllosilicate layers,
that under well determined experimental conditions can lead
to the delamination of the layered silicate (smectites and
vermiculite).56,57 After removal of the organic material the
resulting materials also show high surface areas and porosity,
providing the possibility of their functionalization via grafting
reactions with organoalkoxysilanes.57
2.2 Macrocyclic ligands assembly to silica and silicate
The assembling of macrocyclic compounds such as crown-
ethers, azacrowns, silacrowns and cryptands to silica based
matrices has been carried out following three diﬀerent
methods (Fig. 5): (i) intercalation in layered host solids, (ii)
entrapping into inorganic matrices generated by sol–gel, and
(iii) grafting of macrocycles on inorganic surfaces (Table 2).58
The complexing ability of crown ethers and cryptand
macrocycles towards alkaline and alkaline-earth cations in
solution was an unusual property that opened the way to
supramolecular chemistry.59–61 The availability of this type of
cations located in the intracrystalline region of certain
inorganic solids, was the basis for their assembling with those
macrocyclic compounds that acted as ligands, giving very
stable organic–inorganic hybrids. In this way, the great aﬃnity
of the macrocycles towards the above-mentioned cations was
utilized to obtain very stable intercalation compounds in
which the macrocycles acted as ligands of intracrystalline
cations of layered solids such as 2 : 1 charged phyllosilicates.62–64
This type of layered silicates belongs to the clay minerals
group (smectites and vermiculites) containing negatively
charged layers, that are compensated by cations (exchangeable
cations) as extra-framework ions located in the interlayer
space, which usually are present in their hydrated form.
The intercalation processes are topotactic reactions
involving the replacement of the solvation shell of the
interlayer cations by the macrocyclic compounds as schematised
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in Fig. 5a. Diverse analytical techniques including 23Na-NMR
spectroscopy and laser microprobe mass spectrometry
(LMMS) analysis inform about the formation of true intra-
crystalline complexes.64,65 This occurs through exothermic
processes, with enthalpy values greater than in solution, as
corresponds to the overall intercalation process.66 An impor-
tant behaviour of macrocyclic-clay hybrids is that the
ion-exchange capacity of the pristine silicate is maintained
without appreciable desorption of the intercalated macro-
cycles. This feature is of interest concerning the control of
the ion-mobility which is useful for solid-state electrolytes67
and ion-membrane68 applications. These macrocycles can be
also assembled to silica-based matrices generated by sol–gel
methods (Fig. 5b).58,69–74 The use of precursors such as TEOS
or TMOS incorporating crown-ethers such as 12C4, 15C5 and
18C6 generates organosiloxane matrices with low ﬂexibility
and high fragility, that prevent their use for ﬁlm preparations,
contrarily to the hybrids formed by intercalation of the
macrocyles into layered silicates. It is crucial to use precursors
containing alkyl- or alkenyl-chains, such as ETEOS and
MAPTMS, to give organopolysiloxane matrices with
improved physical properties that allow their processing as
continuous ﬁlms.72 Interestingly, the sol–gel procedure allows
formation on diverse substrates such as borosilicate or poly-
acrylonitrile porous supports and conducting solids (graphite,
noble metals, ...), which are useful for development of
membranes and modiﬁed electrodes, respectively. The nature
of the macrocyclic compounds strongly inﬂuences the
topochemistry of the silica framework as it directly aﬀects
the assembly of silica monomers. In this way, macrocycles
exhibiting a basic character, such as cryptands, determine the
formation of opened silica networks with low degree of
reticulation, which could drive the release of the entrapped
ligands. This is just the opposite behaviour to that observed in
cryptand–silicate intercalation materials that are practically
irreversibly entrapped. A signiﬁcant feature that must be taken
into account in the hybrids formed by the sol–gel procedures is
the possibility to have the macrocycle available for entrapment
of ionic species, or the capacity to create a network in the
presence of salts with large anions that allows the incorpora-
tion of ion-exchange properties, as occurs in the intercalation
compounds.75
An alternative method for immobilizing macrocycles in
silica-based matrices is their assembly through covalent
bonding by grafting of macrocycles on silica gel (Fig. 5c),
which can be achieved following diﬀerent types of coupling
reactions with the surface silanol groups.76–79 As in the hybrids
formed by the sol–gel route, the macrocycles preserve their
capacity to act as selective ligands of cationic species, for
molecular recognition and other properties. In fact, the
possibility to use the so-called ‘‘spacer’’ groups of diﬀerent
length allows the tuning of distance between the macrocycle
and the silica surface, with the aim to have better ion-binding
interactions between immobilized crown-ethers and cations in
solution.80 Moreover, the opportunity for immobilizing
Fig. 5 Immobilization of macrocycles (e.g., crown-ethers) by inter-
calation in 2D solids, (b) entrapping into an silica matrix generated by
sol–gel processing, and (c) grafting on a silica surface.
Table 2 Routes to assemble macrocyclic compounds to silica-based matrices and the inﬂuence on features and properties
Hybrid system
Nanofabrication
method Structural & textural features Properties & applications Refs.
Entrapment of
crown-ethers in
silica matrices
Sol–gel Great inﬂuence of silica
precursors. e.g., TEOS:
monolithic blocks without
porosity
Complexing ability of salts.
Ion-sensor devices
Aranda et al., 1995 (ref. 70);
Ruiz-Hitzky et al., 1995 (ref. 71);
Jime´nez-Morales et al., 1998 & 2003
(ref. 72 and 75); Colilla et al., 2010
(ref. 74)
Interlayer complexes
in clays
Intercalation Mono- or bi-layer coverage
depending on the macrocycle
cavity size and nature of interlayer
cations
Ion-exchange capacity of
clay is maintained. Solid
electrolytes and iono-
selective membranes
Ruiz-Hitzky & Casal 1978 (ref. 62);
Aranda et al., 1992 (ref. 67);
Aranda et al., 1994 (ref. 68)
Anchorage on silica
substrates
Grafting Macrocycles located at the
external surface of silica with
great stability towards desorption
Complexing ability of salts.
Ionic chromatography
Ruiz-Hitzky et al., 2001 (ref. 58)
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macrocycles on external non-constrained surfaces facilitates
the grafting of chiral ligands on silica, preserving their stereo-
chemical characteristics, being able for instance, to resolve
racemic mixtures.81 All the above hybrid materials have
similar chemical compositions but the way in which the
building blocks (silica/silicate and macrocycles) are assembled,
leads to supramolecular organizations with variable structural
arrangements and topochemical behaviour. This is crucial in
determining the ﬁnal properties and therefore the applications
of each type of hybrid. In this way, macrocycles grafted to
silica can be applied in chromatography either for separation
of cations (e.g., alkaline and alkaline earth, heavy and noble
metals), separation of anions (e.g., halides, pseudohalides,
isopolyacids, heteropolyacids), or separation of non-charged
compounds.77,78,82–84 For instance, benzo-crowns linked in
diﬀerent ways on silica exhibit variable separation ability
towards alkaline ions. Thus, benzo-18C6/silica columns
show excellent discrimination of cations with retention time
increasing in the sequence:
Li+ o Na+ o Rb+ o Cs+ o K+
that could be directly correlated with the stability of the
corresponding crown-ether/cation complexes.79 Steric
hindrance and charge eﬀects in the hybrids control the
ion-complexing ability of the same type of macrocycle
assembled to silica-based matrices in diﬀerent environments.
In this way, using data published by Aranda and co-workers70
of the resistance of cations to the passage through membranes
based on 18C6 assembled to a silica matrix generated by
sol–gel from ethyltriethoxysilane (ETEOS), it can be deter-
mined the sequence for the passage is:
Li+ o Na+ B Rb+ o Cs+ B K+
showing in general lower discrimination than similar hybrids
prepared by grafting on silica. This behaviour is quite
similar to that found for membranes based on 18C6
intercalated into montmorillonite, in which ion-exchange
processes are operative.68
The capacity to complex cations can be used to modulate
the cation-mobility especially by incorporating salts in which
the counter ion are large negatively charged species, such as
for instance tetraphenylborate anions. Membranes based on
the hybrids resulting from the assembly of macrocycles and
silica matrices that incorporate those species act as potentio-
metric electrodes for ion-recognition.73–75 However, these
systems are unable to work as solid electrolytes due to
ion-pair recombination eﬀects inside these dense silica
matrices. In the macrocycle-layered silicates intercalation
materials the host silicate acts as an immobile anion while
the cations are able to move under an electrical ﬁeld and
therefore these systems can behave as solid electrolytes.67,71
The aﬃnity of macrocycles towards interlayer cations
modulates their ion-mobility, and therefore by choosing the
appropriate macrocycle ligand, inorganic–organic electrolyte
materials with predetermined properties can be designed.14,58
2.3 Photoactive molecules-silica based hybrids
A variety of hybrid materials based on the assembly of
chromophores and dyes and silica matrices (porous silica
and minerals such as zeolites and clays) have been prepared
following diverse bottom–up approaches. Soft procedures
such as the sol–gel technique and deposition in solution in
combination with the Langmuir–Blodgett technique are mild
preparation methods that protect sensitive dye molecules from
chemical degradation.85 The arrangement and photophysical
properties of the resulting hybrids may be inﬂuenced by the
chemical properties of the mineral hosts, e.g., polarity and
acidity, as well as their spatial constraints on the guest
molecules in the material.
As a molecular strategy, there is a very old and exciting
example of dye–silica hybrids, where the dye (alkyl orange)
was used as a template to enable molecular recognition ability
Fig. 6 Schematic representation of a UV-absorber molecule entrapped in a silica matrix prepared by sol–gel to give an UV-protective coating.
(Ref. 95: reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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(molecular imprinting).86 Selective separation technologies are
very important for the puriﬁcation, concentration and quanti-
tative analyses of solutes such as toxins, drugs, and chemicals,
where the molecular imprinting technique is very useful. The
molecular imprinting idea was extended to make various
inorganic and organic polymers for molecular recognition.87
and not only for small molecules but also for proteins and
crystals.88 Dye-containing silica has also been prepared by the
sol–gel approach, where both ionic and nonionic dyes were
used,89 for gaining insight into the nanoscale properties of
sol–gel derived materials,90 as well as for constructing possible
practical uses such as optical recording materials.91 Alkoxy-
silane containing chromophores were also used as starting
materials92,93 for the formation of hybrids, this strategy being
especially useful for sensor and adsorbent applications,
because the elimination and leaching of chromophore is less
probable if compared with those obtained by the interactions
by non-covalent bonding.
Dyes and pigments have been incorporated in silica through
sol–gel processes for applications such as optical recording
(photochromism and photochemical hole burning), light
manipulation (luminescence, lasing and nonlinear optical
properties),94 and UV-absorbing coating95 (Fig. 6). In order
to maintain the advantages of the sol–gel processes including
possible morphosyntheses for high optical quality products,
the compositional tuning, mixing, and processing have been
carefully examined.
Blocks-assembly is a promising strategy applied to prepare
hybrids with high concentration of dyes with a low degree of
aggregation. These dye-containing hybrids are built by the
adsorption of dyes onto structured silica/silicate particles
producing photofunctional materials.96–98
The introduction of dyes into blocks (porous materials) has
been done by both post-synthetic approaches as well as direct
synthesis as follows: (i) solubilizing guest species into the
surfactant mesophase (molecular approach); (ii) complexation
of functional surfactants with silica (molecular approach);
and (iii) introduction of functional units into porous silicas
(block-assembly).
For the introduction of functional units into silica by
approach (iii), several options can be followed: adsorption
on silica by the interaction with silanol groups, covalent
attachment of dye–silane coupling agent on the pore surface,
or adsorption of ionic dyes into surface modiﬁed silica. The
interactions between the pore surface and the chromophore
aﬀects the excited-state properties. Taking advantage of the
molecular approach, hierarchical structuration was achieved
in nanometer scale dye arrangements as well as in (sub)-
micrometer scale fabrication as thin ﬁlms, ﬁbers and
well-deﬁned particles. Combining the selective adsorption
(molecular recognition) due to the possible structuration by
templating as well as surface modiﬁcation, and a variety of
optical functions due to the possible surface modiﬁcation as
well as transparency of silica/silicate materials, the applica-
tions of silica/silicate based hybrid materials for recognition
and sensing have actively been investigated.99 Both colori-
metric and ﬂuorimetric systems have been developed100 to
detect various cations and anions in solution at very low
concentrations and, in some cases, detection can be done by
naked-eye observations (Fig. 7). The merits of silica to
immobilize a receptor (or chromophore) for detection
purposes are its large surface area and pore size for a wide
variety of receptors. The resulting hybrids have been
fabricated as powders and thin ﬁlms.
When adsorption of dyes occurs in the interlayer space of
layered silicates, especially in smectites, the dye orientation
and location can be manipulated by host–guest interactions
for controlled photochemical processes. An example of this is
the aggregation of cyanine dyes which are well known
compounds used as photosensitizers in silver halide photo-
graphic systems.101 A cyanine dye (pseudoisocyanine: PIC)
cation was adsorbed on smectites in aqueous suspension to
form J-aggregates when a clay with a higher layer charge
density was used.102 Aggregation of rhodamines have been
investigated for aqueous smectite suspension as well as for
oriented ﬁlms.103 Organic laser dyes have found an increasing
variety of applications in spectroscopy, optics and lasers. One
of the key problems in their investigation and application is
their ﬁxation into matrices, because the spectral characteristics
are largely aﬀected by the nature of matrices. The ﬂuorescent
properties of the resulting intercalation compounds have been
discussed on the basis of the dye arrangements in the interlayer
space. The aggregation of a rhodamine depends on the
amount of loaded dye in the clay dye ﬁlms. The possible role
of mesopore surface and the surface modiﬁcation were shown
in the aggregation of anionic cyanine dye in mesoporous
SBA-15 modiﬁed with aminopropyl functionality.104
Surface modiﬁcation by surfactants105 and pillaring with
alumina106 are shown to be eﬀective ways to incorporate
cationic dyes such as tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridyl)porphyrin
and 7-diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin. The luminescence
intensity of the coumarin-pillared clay composite was reported
to be six times greater than that of coumarin-clay composite.
More recently, a luminescence quantum yield of as high as
80% was achieved for surfactant clay ﬁlms containing small
amounts of rhodamine dye.107
One of the most attracting goals of this kind of research is
the construction of artiﬁcial photosynthetic systems from
molecular building-block processes. Accordingly, possible
electron/energy transfer by photoexcitation has been
investigated. Tris(2,20-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) (abbreviated
as [Ru(bpy)3]
2+) has been incorporated in various forms of
silicas and silicates for this purpose to control the spatial
distribution of the dyes for optimum photoinduced
events.108–111 In this case, not only the use of blocks (scaﬀolds)
for the dye organization is necessary, but surface modiﬁcation
has to be performed to manipulate dye arrangement on
silica/silicate.112,113
Recently, more complex systems are under study in order to
develop biomimetic or bioinspired devices for solar energy
(sunlight) conversion to chemical energy. In this case, the
photo-active molecules, such as chlorophyll, are of biological
origin as discussed below.
2.4 Functional organosilanes assembly to silica and silicates
Alkoxy- and halogen-organosilanes containing diﬀerent types
of functional groups, such as alkenyl, phenyl, thiol, amino, etc.,
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can be incorporated into silica networks as one of the building
blocks in sol–gel processes, or assembled by grafting to silanol
groups on the silica and silicate surfaces. This is a frequent way
to introduce (multi)-functionality to the resulting hybrids.
Despite similar chemical compositions, these materials may
show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in their characteristics depending
on the nature of the building blocks precursors as well as the
experimental procedures (one-pot, multi-step or post-synthesis
treatments) and the presence of additional species (additives)
present in the synthesis medium.
Consider as an illustrative example, hybrids containing
sulfonic acid groups, that can be introduced on silica and
silicate matrices by several chemical routes including sol–gel
and grafting reactions. For instance, one-pot sol–gel processes
involving phenylchlorosilanes mixed with alkoxysilane
precursors results in hybrids with randomly distributed phenyl
functions that can be further sulfonated by treatment with
chlorosulfonic acid.114 Similar reactions using mercapto- or
unsaturated-silanes in the presence of templates give rise also
to randomly distributed functions, that can be further
transformed to sulfonic groups, but located in this case in
mesoporous silica solids with periodic order (MCM-41,
SBA-15, etc).110,115–117 Grafting reactions on preformed
mesoporous silica allows to prepare randomly distributed
sulfonic groups using diverse organosilanes.118 Following the
procedure reported by de Juan and Ruiz-Hitzky119 it is
possible to selectively introduce those functions inside the
silica mesopores or at the external surface, and eventually,
incorporate additional functionalities in a topochemical way.
The basis of this method consists of gradual functionalization
in three steps (Fig. 8): (i) grafting on the external surface of
silica containing the template; (ii) extraction of the template;
and (iii) grafting of new diﬀerent groups in the interior of
pores by reaction with a second functional silane.119
The introduced chemical anisotropy makes the resulting
materials unique for applications such as highly selective
molecular adsorbents and catalysts, with preferred accessibility
for organic cations, either on the interior or at the external
silica surface.
Fig. 7 Dye-mesoporous silica for colorimetric and ﬂuorimetric detection of cations and anions in solution. (Reproduced from ref. 100 by
permission of Wiley-VCH.)
Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the selective functionalization of
mesoporous silica by grafting of diﬀerent active groups on the
external and on the internal surfaces (nanopores) of the silica
(based on ref. 119).
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Crystalline solids containing available ordered silanol
groups allows controlled topochemical functionalization by
assembling building blocks with reactive sites pre-localized on
the solids. Continuing with the example of sulfonic groups, the
external surface of silicates such as sepiolite can be functiona-
lized directly by coupling reactions with organosilanes
(e.g. phenylsilanes),114,120,121 whereas in layered silica materials
(e.g. octosilicate), it is the internal surface that is modiﬁed by
reaction with organosilanes (3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxy-
silane).122 In a second step, the phenyl- and mercapto-groups
are further treated for their transformation to the corresponding
grafted sulfonic species.
Obviously, amorphous silica-gel can be functionalized in a
similar way although in this case the surface modiﬁcation
aﬀects all the surface, including meso- and micro-pores, with
the only restriction imposed by the access of organosilanes of
appropriated size.123,124
The sulfonic silica-based hybrids discussed above exhibit
similar chemical functionality but the sulfonic active groups
are organized and topologically distributed on the solids in a
diverse manner, which is crucial with a view to their
applications (selective/non-selective adsorption and catalysis,
active phase of sensor devices, conﬁnement of dyes and other
photoactive species, etc.).
Here we have illustrated the functionalization of silica and
silicates using organosilanes, in this case, providing sulfonic
groups. Many other examples introducing a very diverse range
of organic functionalities are known with the procedure
being in general based on the building-blocks assembly
strategy.1,119,125,126 In some cases, this general strategy
corresponds to processes based on so-called click chemistry
procedures concerning joining small units together,127 applied
to silica-based clicked hybrid materials.128
3. Hybrids and bio-hybrids from macromolecules
and biomacromolecules in silica and silicate matrices
3.1 Synthetic polymers
Many synthetic polymers have been assembled to silica-based
solids with diﬀerent purposes although the most studied and
applied are the well known polymer–clay nanocomposites.6,129
Related to these materials, poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, acts
similarly to crown-ethers complexing interlayer cations in
layered silicates (e.g. smectite clays), giving rise to hybrid
polymer electrolytes showing relatively good ion-conductivity
at moderate temperatures.67,129–133 As occurs in PEO-salt solid
electrolytes the polymer in the hybrids facilitates ion-mobility,
avoiding PEO crystallization and ion-pair formation, which
are the major drawback of these ion-conductors.134,135 The
polymer intercalated in the silicate acts as pillars separating
the layers and procures an adequate environment facilitating
the mobility of the interlayer cations in the plane deﬁned by
the silicate layers, i.e. the (a,b) plane. The incorporation of
salts increases the total conductivity, that can become
isotropic, but in the resulting hybrids both cations and anions
participate in the electrical conductivity (ion-pair contribution).
Since the ﬁrst report in 1990 by Ruiz-Hitzky and Aranda,130
diﬀerent approaches (adsorption from solution, melt inter-
calation, microwave assisted assembling, etc) have been
published, with the aim to obtain hybrid materials with
enhanced ionic conductivity for applications as solid electro-
lytes for batteries and other electrochemical devices.134–138
PEO and other alkyl polyethers can also interact with swollen
layered silicates organising the system in the presence of
pillaring solutions, e.g. ([Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+) poly-
cations, that drives to the formation of pillared clays with
enhanced crystallographic ordering compared to conventional
procedures by ion-exchange reactions (Table 3).139,140
In other building-block processes, silica and silicate particles
can be also assembled to PEO of diﬀerent molecular
weight.137,141–143 It is assumed in those cases that surface
silanol groups are in hydrogen bonding interactions with the
oxygen atoms of the polyether chains. Mesoporous silica
solids (e.g. SBA-15) containing liquid plasticizers in the nano-
sized pores strongly enhance the ionic conductivity of the
(PEO)-LiClO4 matrix.
144 PEO and SiO2 particles can be also
assembled by in situ reactions that involve the simultaneous
formation of the polymer network and inorganic nano-
particles by ultraviolet irradiation of a PEO macromer and
silica produced in situ by sol–gel.145 The incorporation of
LiBF4 to the PEO–SiO2 composite leads to a lithium-ion
conducting solid electrolyte with a signiﬁcant increase in the
Li+ transference number, up to 0.56, together with a slight
decrease in the ionic conductivity.145 These results have been
explained in terms of interactions between the surface OH
Table 3 Assembly of PEO to silica-based solids
Hybrid compositions
Assembling
mechanisms Properties/applications Authors/refs.
PEO/layered silicates Intercalation Anisotropic ion-conductivity; Cationic transport
number B1; Electrochemical devices; Organization
of pillaring agents in pillared clay preparation
Ruiz-Hitzky & Aranda, 1990 (ref. 130);
Aranda & Ruiz-Hitzky, 1992 (ref. 131);
Vaia et al., 1995 (ref. 136); Michot et al.,
1993 (ref. 139)
PEO/silica or silicate
nanoparticles
Hydrogen
bonding
Isotropic ion-conductivity (when alkaline salts are
incorporated); Cationic transport number B0.6;
Rheological and biocompatibility control
McFarlane et al., 2010 (ref. 141); Zaman
et al., 2000 (ref. 142); Lafuma et al.,
(ref. 143);
Ruiz-Hitzky, 2001 (ref. 341); Aranda et al.,
2006 (ref. 137)
PEO/silica or polysiloxane
networks
Sol–gel Intermediates in the synthesis of mesoporous silica
(SBA type); Conformation as powders, ﬁlms or
monoliths
Zhao et al., 1998 (ref. 147); Kohjiya et al.,
1990 (ref. 149); Bronstein et al., 2007
(ref. 148)
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groups of the inorganic particles, the cations, the anions, and
the ether oxygen atoms on the PEO backbone, as occurred in
PEO-smectite systems, although this latter system showed a
Li+ transference number close to 1.134
The use of sol–gel approaches to prepare PEO–silica hybrid
materials may drive to mesophases of nanoporous silica-based
matrices as occurs when using amphiphilic triblock
copolymers, for instance Pluronic block copolymers.146,147
The systems based on PEO-block copolymers, silica
precursors and Li-salts give hybrids exhibiting enhanced
conductivity (up to 5  105 S cm1) with improved mecha-
nical properties when compared to equivalent pure PEO-Li
salts polymer electrolytes.148 The use of the sol–gel approach
to prepare silica matrices in the presence of polyethers
(e.g. poly(oxypropylene) glycol, poly(oxytetramethylene) glycol)
was proposed by Kohjiya and co-workers in 1990149 and
applied for developing organic–inorganic hybrids for optical
applications. However, this ﬁrst study revealed that those
hydroxyl terminated organic polyethers were not reactive
enough to be incorporated into the silica networks. In recent
years this approach is being increasingly explored with
diﬀerent purposes including the formation of Li+ 150 and
H+ 151 solid electrolytes. Laridjani et al.152 demonstrated by
NMR and other techniques that the structural features of a
silica–poly(ethylene glycol) hybrid prepared by sol–gel were
strongly inﬂuenced by the catalyst used to generate the silica
network. The use of mixtures of alkoxysilanes and organo-
alkoxysilanes (e.g., (3-glycidylopropyl)trimethoxysilane, GLYMO)
directly introduces ether groups in the silica matrix and in the
presence of Li-salts allows the development of electrolytes with
relatively good conductivity and able to be processed as thin
ﬁlms.153,154 Click-chemistry concepts can be also used to create
more complex systems such as polymersome–silica capsules by
assembling of PEO-block co-polymers with a silica precursor
(TEOS).155
3.2 Assembly of phospholipids to silica and silicates
Phospholipids are amphiphilic molecules which can self-
assemble to give diﬀerent structural arrangements (planar,
cylindrical, spherical, etc). As biological materials they have
an enormous importance because lipid planar bilayers
constitute the basic building-blocks of cellular walls.
Phospholipids have been supported on silica-based substrates
in order to study their structural arrangement and cell-
interaction mechanisms, as well as for developing chemical
sensors, bioreactors, immobilizing proteins arrays, etc.156
As occurs with other hybrid entities already discussed in
previous sections, the assembling of phospholipids to silica-
based matrices may take place from molecular precursors in
the presence of this type of entity or from building-blocks
assembly. In this case the amphiphilic character of phospho-
lipids allows electrostatic interactions with silica and silicate
surfaces.
Phosphatidylcholine (PC) and related phospholipids are
able to form micelles in water, which can be used as templates
for silica assembling from molecular alkoxysilanes (e.g. TEOS).
These resulting systems were used to generate nanocapsules of
ca. 100 nm, able to entrap molecular species with diﬀerent type
of functions, such as for instance anionic dyes.157 The nature
of the PC tail as well as the silica precursor determine the
textural properties of lipid–silica mesophases. In this way,
Dunphy et al., have demonstrated the possibility to control
the formation of silica and hybrid thin ﬁlms with 1D, 2D or
3D phases of the phospholipid templates following the
so-called evaporation-induced-self-assembly processes.158
Mixed-micelles, as for instance those formed from
PC-dodecylamine, can act as a template of sponge-like
mesoporous silica using TEOS as molecular precursor.159
The resulting mesoporous silica shows a 3D pore structure
similar to SBA-16 with a speciﬁc surface area of up to
800 m2 g1, and able to encapsulate enzymes and other
biomolecules for use as biocatalysts and biosensor devices.159
In fact, PC-liposomes can be used either for growth of a
siliceous shell or to entrap silica particles. Ariga’s group have
developed an innovative strategy using organo-alkoxysilanes
with a lipid-like structure that leads to the formation of the
so-called ‘‘cerasomes’’.160–163 These hybrids are vesicles in
which a siloxane network is covalently attached to the bilayer
membrane surface as shown in Fig. 9. Interestingly, cerasomes
can be functionalized by using diverse type of biomolecules,
such as enzymes and antibodies, through covalent linkages for
creating various kinds of biomimetic silica nanohybrids
including cell-like inorganic structures.10
Phospholipid layers can be assembled onto silica nano-
particles giving rise to hybrids, with an organization similar
to a living cell with a PC membrane, but where the core is in
this case the inorganic silica particle.164 Using spherical nano-
particles of diﬀerent size (from 5 to 100 nm diameter), Ahmed
and Wunder used these model hybrid membranes to study the
basic interactions of the lipidic chains and free volume in these
systems, which is important to understand molecular passage
through cellular membranes.164
Fig. 9 TEM image and schematic representation of a cerasome
structure. (Reproduced from ref. 10 by permission of Wiley-VCH.)
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PC vesicles can be also adsorbed on the external surface of
microparticulate phyllosilicates such as montmorillonite. In
aqueous media swollen silicate particles are present as
dispersed platelets, which can assemble with PC, rendering
hybrid micelles. These systems are of interest because they can
incorporate lipophilic molecular species, as for instance, in
herbicides to procure environmentally friendly formulations
for slow release of pesticides.165–167
Recently, another building-block strategy in the preparation
of clay–PC hybrids has been reported. In this method, PC is
dispersed in methanol or ethanol avoiding micelle formation
and allowing the surface adsorption of discrete PC molecules.
In layered silicates (e.g. montmorillonite) PC molecules can be
intercalated between the silicate layers following a cation-
exchange mechanism, whereas in ﬁbrous clay silicates
(e.g. sepiolite) the molecules are adsorbed on the external
surface with interactions between the zwitterionic headgroup
and the silanol groups.45 The resulting materials can be
considered as bio-inorganic composites with either mono- or
bi-layer phospholipid species arranged on the silicate core
particles, acting as agents for micotoxin sequestration, as
recently reported by Wicklein and co-workers.45,168
3.3 Polysaccharide-based silica and silicate biohybrids
Polysaccharides are polymeric carbohydrate structures formed
of repeating units joined together by glycosidic bonds and
represent some of the most widespread natural polymers on
Earth (starch, cellulose, chitin). Their use in the development
of nanostructured hybrid materials, mainly in the so-called
bionanocomposites, is experiencing a remarkable growth in
recent years since natural polysaccharides are envisaged as
promising substitutes of non-degradable polymers due to their
properties of biodegradability, biocompatibility, low cost and
availability.8,10,169,170 In a similar way to conventional nano-
composites, the inorganic counterpart assembled to the
biopolymer in most of polysaccharide-based bionanocompo-
sites belongs to the clay minerals family. These biopolymers
can be also assembled to silica derived from diﬀerent sources
(silicic acid, sodium silicate or silicon alkoxides), in order to
develop new hybrid materials.171 Several polysaccharides
have been proven to promote silica precipitation yielding
amorphous silica assembled to the polysaccharide template,
mimicking the biomineralization processes that occur in
nature.172–174 Both types of materials, based on the assembly
of polysaccharides and silica or silicates, have applications in
many diﬀerent areas such as protective coating, food
packaging, or structural composites, as revealed by some
selected examples in Table 4.
The mechanisms controlling the polysaccharide–silicate
interactions depend on the nature of both components and
involve ionic interactions, van der Waals forces, hydrogen
bonds and water bridges. Polysaccharide chains can penetrate
into the clay interlayer space through an intercalation mecha-
nism or be adsorbed on the external surface of silicates.175 In
the case of silica-based materials, the main interactions of the
silica phase with the polysaccharide are due to hydrogen bonds
between the silanol groups and groups of the biopolymer
chains.176 In the case of positively charged polymers such as
chitosan, electrostatic interactions can also take place, and
even covalent bonds could be established from transesteriﬁca-
tion of chitosan hydroxy-groups by silanol.177
As mentioned above, polysaccharide–silicate nano-
composites together with analogous polyester-based materials
are envisaged as eco-friendly materials, being promising
substitutes for conventional plastics derived from petroleum.
One of the main applications of ‘green nanocomposites’ or
biodegradable plastics is food packaging, and starch is one of
the most employed polysaccharides for this purpose.178 This
application requires materials provided with good mechanical
and thermal characteristics, as well as improved gas and water
vapour barrier properties.178–180 The incorporation of natural
or synthetic clay minerals, including montmorillonite181 as
well as kaolinite or hectorite,182 produces a reinforcing eﬀect
in the biopolymer matrix. At the same time, the clay particles
enhance the water vapour barrier property, overcoming the
inconvenient hydrophilicity of polysaccharides. The excellent
barrier properties in nanocomposites are due to the ability of
clay layers to delay molecular transport with the introduction
of tortuous diﬀusion pathways.180 Proﬁting from this type of
properties, some polysaccharide-silicate hybrids have been
also applied as composite membranes in pervaporation
processes. Recent examples report the use of hydrophilic
pervaporation membranes based on alginate–montmorillonite
materials,183 as well as biohybrids involving mesoporous silica
(MCM-41)184 or sulfonate-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles acting
Table 4 Biohybrids based on the assembly of polysaccharides to silica or silicates for diverse applications
Approach
Molecular precursor
or building block Polysaccharide Properties Application Ref.
Molecular
assembly
Tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS)
Vinyl-modiﬁed
guar gum
Adsorption properties,
mechanical stability
Removal of
pollutants
Singh et al., 2008 (ref. 186)
Sodium silicate Alginate Nanometre size, non-cytotoxicity Drug delivery Boissie`re et al., 2006 (ref. 189)
Tetramethoxysilane
(TMOS)
Chitosan Non-cytotoxicity, cell
proliferation
Bone regeneration Lee et al., 2009 (ref. 201)
Blocks
assembly
Montmorillonite,
cloisite, kaolinite,
hectorite
Starch and
derivates
Mechanical stability, gas and
water vapour barrier properties
Food packaging Sorrentino et al., 2007 (ref. 180)
Montmorillonite Chitosan Adsorption properties, anion
exchange sites
Removal of
anionic pollutants
An & Dultz, 2007 (ref. 188)
Sepiolite Chitosan Anion exchange properties,
mechanical stability
Potentiometric
sensors
Darder et al., 2006 (ref. 204)
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as crosslinkers of chitosan,185 for dehydration of organics with
high separation performances.
The performance of silica–polysaccharide materials for the
removal of pollutants has been successfully evaluated. Thus,
nanocomposites derived from the polycondensation of
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) in presence of vinyl modiﬁed guar
gum showed a high binding ability of Zn(II) ions, most likely
through a complexation mechanism.186 Similarly, nano-
composites derived from the assembly of polysaccharides
and silicates can be also used for this application. For instance,
protonated amino groups in a chitosan-montmorillonite
nanocomposite acted as anion-adsorption sites, showing
preferential adsorption of the inorganic anions Cr(VI) and
As(V)187 or organic pollutants such as tannic acid.188 The
inﬂuence of pH in this material was very strong and the
adsorption ability was reduced at extreme pH values.
Within the biomedical ﬁeld, interesting applications of
silica– or silicate–polysaccharide hybrids can be found in the
area of drug and gene delivery, as well as for tissue engineering
purposes. Concerning drug delivery systems, chitosan and
alginate seem to be the preferred polysaccharides for the
development of silica-based biohybrids, making use of spray-
drying techniques for processing these materials as nano-
particles.189 In this way, silica/poly-L-lysine/alginate
composites were processed in a one-pot synthesis as nano-
beads (Fig. 10) and in vitro experiments proved the non-
cytotoxicity and the easy internalization of these biohybrid
nanoparticles by endocytosis.189 Chitosan crosslinked
with glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) was also
processed as nanoparticles and applied as pH-responsive drug
delivery materials, proﬁting from the strong inﬂuence of pH
on this polysaccharide.190 Following a blocks-assembly
approach, biohybrids based on mesoporous silica accommo-
dating drug molecules in the pores and combined to chitosan
were evaluated as a drug delivery system for the ultrasound-
triggered smart release of ibuprofen.191
Although pristine silicates have been widely used as carriers
of several drugs, polysaccharide–clay hybrids oﬀer more
advantages related to the enhanced stability of drug-loaded
hybrid suspensions, higher drug encapsulation eﬃciency,
modulation of ion exchange behaviour, swelling capacity or
improved cellular uptake.192 The non-cytotoxicity of
polysaccharide–silicate nanoparticles has been also conﬁrmed,
as in the case of quaternized chitosan/clay nanocomposites,
which were successfully applied for delivery of proteins193 and
also as a novel non-viral gene carrier, aﬀording good trans-
fection eﬃciency in both in vitro and in vivo experiments.194
Clay minerals assembled to polysaccharides aﬀord suitable
materials for application in regenerative medicine, being
provided with good mechanical properties and biocompatibility,
and are an alternative to commonly employed hydroxyapatite
(HAP) and other calcium phosphates. For bone repair and
other tissue engineering purposes, biohybrids are usually
processed as macroporous materials by means of diverse
techniques including freeze-drying,8,195,196 since the presence
of interconnected pores facilitates the transportation of
nutrients and the removal of metabolic wastes, and allows
the attachment and proliferation of cells.197 Chitosan–
montmorillonite–HAP biohybrids were evaluated as implants,
in which the presence of the silicate was proven beneﬁcial to
enhance the mechanical properties as well as the cell prolifera-
tion rate.198 This can be attributed to London/van der Waals
forces and hydrogen bonding interactions between the
growing cells and the silicate.199
Similarly to silicate-based materials, there is some work on
the development of implants based on silica–polysaccharide
hybrids. Among them, scaﬀolds composed of agarose and a
glass powder derived from TEOS have been prepared with a
designed architecture.200 These materials are bioactive,
promoting the formation of HAP after soaking in a simulated
body ﬂuid (SBF), and seem promising materials for bone
repair applications. Good in vivo results were obtained with
chitosan–silica xerogel hybrid membranes, which were
evaluated in a rat calvarial model, demonstrating enhanced
bone regeneration in comparison to pristine polysaccharide
membranes.201
A few functionalized polysaccharide–silicate nanocompo-
sites with suitable properties has been applied for sensing
purposes. The assembly of chitosan to smectites or sepiolite
can convert the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the pristine
clays into an anionic exchange capacity (AEC) due to the
presence of available protonated amino groups. This resulted
in functional nanocomposite materials with enhanced mecha-
nical properties that were applied as the active phase in
potentiometric sensors for the determination of anions.202–204
To the best of our knowledge, no application of polysaccharide–
silica materials without further functionalization has been
reported for sensing purposes. However, the incorporation
of functional compounds by grafting to both the organic or
Fig. 10 SEM images of spray-dried nanospheres of (a) poly-lysine/
alginate and (b) silica/poly-lysine/alginate. (c) TME image of spray-
dried silica/poly-lysine/alginate nanospheres and (d) measurement
of nanoparticle size by dynamic light scattering. (From ref. 189:
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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inorganic counterparts may be an appropriate way to
obtain biohybrids with interesting properties. Thus,
[Ru(bpy)3]
2+-doped silica nanoparticles assembled to chitosan
allowed the preparation of composite ﬁlms acting as the active
phase of chemiluminescence sensors.205
Silica-polysaccharide hybrids also oﬀer a suitable environ-
ment for immobilization of enzymes with long-term preserva-
tion of the catalytic activity. Additional advantages are the
enhanced stability, mechanical resistance and easy processa-
bility in the desired conﬁguration (surface coating, bulk) for
the development of enzymatic biosensors,206 bioreactors207,208
or stationary phase in monolithic chromatographic columns.209
Polysaccharides assembled to clay minerals may also oﬀer a
stable and biocompatible support for enzymes, but until now
very few applications have been reported in this area. For
instance, diﬀerent chitosan–clay hybrids were proven as a
favourable microenvironment for glucose oxidase210 and
horseradish peroxidase,211 which retained their native confor-
mation, allowing the application of the enzyme-loaded
biohybrids in electrochemical biosensors. Only one attempt
of applying enzyme-loaded polysaccharide–silicate materials
as bioreactors can be found in the literature, but the tested
chitosan-clay-protease beads did not show the best results,212
indicating that optimization is required in this area.
3.4 Structural proteins-based silica and silicate biohybrids
Structural proteins or polypeptides are a group of biological
macromolecules that confer stiﬀness and rigidity to otherwise-
ﬂuid biological components. One of the best known proteins
with structural and mechanical functions is collagen, found in
connective tissue such as cartilage and in hard structures such
as bones or ivory, in which it is assembled to a type of calcium
phosphate known as hydroxyapatite (HAP) constituting
naturally occurring biohybrids. The aim of developing bio-
mimetic materials based on collagen or its denatured derivative
gelatin is mainly addressed to the production of scaﬀolds
for bone repair purposes,213–215 but protein–silicate biohybrids
can also ﬁnd application in many other diﬀerent areas
including drug delivery systems, protective coatings,
packaging materials, adsorbents, stationary phase for
chromatographic applications and even electrode materials
in electrochemical devices (Table 5). The diﬀerent applications
are related to the properties of the biohybrids, which can be
tailored in some cases by the preparation procedure.
Silica–protein nanostructured hybrids can be produced in a
molecular assembly approach from diﬀerent precursors:
sodium silicate, silicon alkoxides and organoalkoxysilanes.215,216
In nature, silaﬃn proteins involved in biomineralization
processes induce the precipitation of amorphous hydrated
SiO2 and control the assembly of the silica nanospheres.
217
These biosiliciﬁcation processes may serve as an inspiration
for the development of new silica-based hybrids with a variety
of desired structural and functional properties, in which
structural proteins used as template have the ability to control
silica precipitation, as well as its morphological and textural
characteristics.216,218–220 Silica–protein interactions are driven
by hydrogen bonding between silanol groups of silica and
CQO and N–H groups of the polypeptides as well as by
electrostatic interactions at high pH values.221
When the blocks-assembly approach is followed using
silicates of the clay minerals family, the mechanisms
controlling the assembly of structural polypeptide molecules
to layered silicates are mainly driven by electrostatic inter-
actions between the clay lamellae and the protein chains,
together with strong van der Waals’ attraction. As proposed
in the 1950s to explain the intercalation of gelatin in
montmorillonite, these interactions would cause the protein
molecule to uncoil, facilitating its penetration into the clay
interlayer space where it replaces the interlayer cation.222 In
the case of ﬁbrous silicates, the contribution of electrostatic
interactions may be lower due to the low cationic exchange
capacity of this type of clays, and most likely hydrogen bonds
are established between the protein and the silanol groups
located at the clay surface. From observations of the enhance-
ment of gelatin crystallinity by addition of sepiolite, it has been
recently suggested that the characteristic textural features of
channels and tunnels in this clay mineral might provide a
suitable environment for the crystallization (triple helix
formation) of gelatin, displacing the helix coil equilibrium
towards the helix conformation.215,223
Within the scope of bone regeneration, silica-based bio-
hybrid materials involving structural proteins are promising
materials for application as implants, according to the good
properties of biocompatibility and non-cytotoxicity.224 An
additional advantage of these biohybrids is their bioactivity,
a property related to the ability to induce the formation of
HAP after soaking in a simulated body ﬂuid (SBF), which is
beneﬁcial for the further attachment and proliferation of cells
constituting the new tissue. This property has been achieved in
Table 5 Biohybrids involving structural proteins assembled to silica or silicates for diverse applications
Approach Molecular precursor or building block
Structural
protein Properties Application Ref.
Molecular
assembly
Sodium silicate Collagen Bioactivity, non-cytotoxicity Tissue engineering Desimone et al.,
2010 (ref. 224)
3-Glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxysilane Gelatin Non-cytotoxicity, functionalization Gene transfection Wang et al.,
2008 (ref. 239)
Colloidal silica, methyltrimethoxy-
silane, vinyltrimethoxysilane
Gelatin Hydrophobicity, biocompatibility,
transparency
Anti-wetting
coatings
Smitha et al.,
2007 (ref. 236)
Blocks
assembly
Wollastonite (calcium silicate) Silk ﬁbroin Bioactivity, non-cytotoxicity,
enhanced mechanical properties
Tissue engineering H. Zhu et al.,
2010 (ref. 226)
Cloisite-Nas Gelatin Gas and water vapour barrier
properties
Food packaging Bae et al., 2009
(ref. 235)
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diﬀerent silica–protein hybrids and points out to a possible
synergistic eﬀect of silica and collagen on the material
bioactivity, since those components alone were not able to
promote the formation of apatite.225 A similar behaviour was
found in silicate-based hybrids, for instance in the assembly of
silk ﬁbroin to wollastonite, a calcium silicate mineral, resulting
in a biohybrid material with higher bioactivity than the
pristine protein scaﬀold.226
Following a blocks-assembly approach, layered silicates
of the smectite family227–229 or ﬁbrous clays such as
sepiolite215,223,230 have been explored as the inorganic
reinforcing component of biohybrids, in an attempt to develop
new materials mimicking natural bone or similar tissues.
Recent examples reveal diﬀerent roles of the silicate platelets
or ﬁbres in the resulting biohybrids. On the one hand, the
montmorillonite layers in a bio-nanocomposite based on
gelatin help to diminish the biodegradation rate, since they
protect the involved biopolymers against the action of
lysozyme that naturally exists in body ﬂuids.228 Fibrous
silicates such as sepiolite assembled to collagen were also
proven to be eﬀective for the protection of the biopolymer
against the action of collagenase enzyme activity, showing
biocompatibility for the adhesion and proliferation of human
skin ﬁbroblasts.230 On the other hand, a second role of the
silicate platelets is to act as physical crosslinking sites,
enhancing the mechanical stability of the material. This eﬀect
is favoured as the interactions between the charged residues in
the protein backbone and the silicate are stronger, it being
possible to achieve an increase of 50% in modulus in the case
of a recombinant protein involving a repeated sequence of
elastin and silk ﬁbroin amino acid motifs, that improves the
compatibility with the silicate platelets.231
In order to prepare macroporous scaﬀolds, lyophilization
and similar techniques can be applied to hybrids prepared
from both molecular or blocks-assembly approaches. The
resulting scaﬀolds need to be mechanically strong to resist
in vivo stresses and, thus, the reinforcing eﬀect of silicate
platelets assembled to the structural proteins is beneﬁcial to
procure foams with an enhanced mechanical resistance in
spite of their low density, with Young’s modulus values up
to ca. 10 MPa.226,227,229 Gelatin–silica biohybrids were also
processed as porous scaﬀolds, showing a bimodal distribution
of pores (Fig. 11), and successfully tested for in vitro cell
culture,232,233 but none of these studies report on the mecha-
nical properties of these materials.
The nanodispersion of clay sheets in the protein matrix
confers new properties to the biohybrid materials: enhance-
ment of thermal and mechanical stability of the composite,
reduced swelling behaviour of the protein due to the dispersed
silicate sheets,234 as well as improved gas and water vapour
barrier properties. This properties are important for the
development of sustainable packaging materials, since
protein–clay composites can be processed as relatively
transparent and homogeneous ecological ﬁlms that show a
signiﬁcant decrease in oxygen permeability as well as a
considerable enhancement in the water vapour barrier
properties.235 The assembly of silica nanoparticles to structural
proteins does not enhance gas or water vapour barrier proper-
ties as shown in silicate-based biohybrids, but the presence of
silanol groups makes it possible to tailor the properties of the
hybrid material by covalent grafting of appropriate groups to
the silica counterpart. Thus, recent examples reported
the increase of hydrophobicity in silica/gelatin hybrids
functionalized with organoalkoxysilanes bearing methyl or
vinyl groups, allowing their application as anti-wetting and
transparent biocompatible coatings.236,237
Drug delivery applications can also make use of biohybrid
nanoparticles due to their size in the nanometre range, lack of
toxicity, and possibility of functionalization. Hybrid
core–shell gelatin/silica nanoparticles prepared by a nano-
emulsion route were easily internalized and intracellularly
degraded by ﬁbroblast cells, being promising materials for
drug transport.238 The possibility of functionalization of
gelatin/siloxane nanoparticles with a peptide that exhibits high
aﬃnity towards DNA through electrostatic interaction allows
their application as a non-viral vector in gene transfection.239
3.5 Functional proteins and enzymes assembled to silica and
silicates
The aim of assembling biological species with silica and silicate
matrices is addressed to provide them with a protective
support, yielding easy-to-handle biohybrid materials in which
the functionality of the entrapped biologicals is retained due to
prevention of denaturation. The main advantages are the
increased stability of these systems allowing a long-time
performance and the easy recovery and reuse of the resulting
materials, which are key factors for their application in
biosensors, enzyme reactors and aﬃnity separations (Table 6).
The mild conditions of the sol–gel process make it a very
common procedure to encapsulate a wide variety of biological
entities including proteins and enzymes, with the aim to
develop functional biomaterials for biotechnological and
analytical applications.10,240–244 Following a sol–gel process,
silica matrices prepared from sodium silicate or diﬀerent types
of alkoxysilanes have been widely employed over several
decades for the immobilization of enzymes,245,246 in the search
for more robust and stable devices, mainly focused on the
development of biosensors.247
Fig. 11 Gelatin–silica hybrid processed as a porous scaﬀold showing
a bimodal-pore distribution, with bigger pores 300–500 mm in diameter
and smaller pores 5–10 mm in diameter. (Reproduced from ref. 232
with permission from Elsevier.)
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The encapsulation of proteins proceeds with the growth of
the silica matrix around the enzyme biomolecules, creating
pores of similar size to the protein in which the biological
element can keep its native conformation and is protected even
under harsh conditions.248 This procedure is advantageous for
immobilization of large size globular proteins, which may be
restricted when using layered silicates with narrow galleries.
The entrapped proteins need to undergo conformational
changes when binding the analyte and, thus, some free space
between the outer surface of the protein and the silica surface
of the cage, including some water molecule layers, is beneﬁcial
to preserve the protein activity.248 However, silica matrices
derived from TEOS and similar alkoxysilanes are not able to
preserve the catalytic activity for a long time as the silica
matrix causes conformational changes, and slow denaturation
of the protein takes place upon aging.249 Thus, new sol–gel
processing methods using organically modiﬁed silane pre-
cursors or incorporating additives are more appropriate
methods for functional stabilization of biomolecules, contri-
buting as well to overcome the brittleness of pure silica
matrices.247 Diﬀerent approaches are addressed for this
purpose: use of alcohol- and catalyst-free routes,250 removal
of the alcohol produced in the hydrolysis step before the
addition of biologicals,251 use of polyol-containing precursors
that generate biocompatible alcohols,252,253 or incorporation
of glycerol to the silica matrix.254 The stability of entrapped
enzymes may be also improved by using silica–biopolymer
materials as the immobilization support, as mentioned in
section 3.3. For instance, the brittleness of BSA–silica systems
as a stationary phase in monolithic columns for capillary
electrochromatography255 can be overcome by incorporation
of chitosan or gelatin to the silica system.255
A remarkable characteristic of the sol–gel method is the
possibility to process the enzyme-containing biohybrid
materials with the desired conformation, from thin ﬁlms to
monoliths and, in some cases, making use of soft-lithography
techniques that allow the microstructuration of the biohybrid
as the replica of a given pattern.256 With a suitable composi-
tion of organoalkoxysilanes, the mechanical properties of the
enzyme-modiﬁed silica matrix may be good enough to build
stable structures of high aspect ratio for application as wave-
guides in full-ﬁeld photonic biosensors.256 Another important
advantage is the optical transparency of the silica matrix in
comparison to matrices based on silicates. This allows carrying
out direct measurements of the entrapped proteins through
spectroscopic techniques257 and can be utilized for biosensing
applications based on the optical transduction of the
enzymatic response.244,258
The accessibility of analytes to the entrapped protein is also
an important factor in view of the possible applications of
biohybrids. In comparison to the open frameworks of silicates,
silica matrices prepared from alkoxysilanes in a sol–gel process
show very low porosity, which may hamper the accessibility of
analytes. A strong interaction of silica with the protein
residues constituting its active site may also contribute to
impede the recognition of analytes, thus reducing the catalytic
activity.247
In order to overcome the problems due to by-products
generated during the sol–gel process and to the lack of
porosity of silica matrices derived from alkoxysilanes,
silica–enzyme materials can be also prepared in a blocks-
assembly approach, using previously formed mesoporous
silica materials. The compatibility of the pore diameter with
the size of some proteins and enzymes controls their inclusion
in the pores.259,260 Thus, small size enzymes may penetrate into
the nanometre size pores, while large enzymes are most likely
immobilized in the large interparticle voids.261 Adsorption of
proteins inside the pores may be inﬂuenced by pH and ionic
strength262,263 or by the presence of heteroatoms in the silica
framework.264 Immobilization can also proceed via a pressure-
driven method, carried out by cycling the enzyme stock
solution through a pre-packed silica chromatographic column
under high pressure,265 which leads to a high enzyme loading
and reduced enzyme leaching in comparison to conventional
adsorption procedures. Covalent immobilization may also
enhance the stability of the enzyme biohybrids rather than
simple adsorption, increasing their resistance towards diﬀerent
solvents, high temperatures and extreme pH conditions.261
Although most of the former examples report the use of
enzyme biohybrids in biosensing or enzyme reactors, other
Table 6 Biohybrids involving globular proteins or enzymes assembled to silica or silicates for diverse applications
Approach
Molecular precursor
or building block Enzyme Properties Application Ref.
Molecular
assembly
Sodium silicate Horseradish peroxidase
and glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
Good catalytic activity,
Michaelis–Menten kinetics,
no enzyme leaching
Promising materials
for biosensors, aﬃnity
supports and enzyme
reactors
Bathia & Brinker,
2000 (ref. 250)
Silicon alkoxide and
organoalkoxysilane
precursors
Horseradish peroxidase Patterning of the modiﬁed sol–gel
by soft-lithography, high stability,
reusability
Optical waveguide
biosensor
Llobera et al., 2008
(ref. 256)
Silicon alkoxide and
organoalkoxysilane
precursors
Bovine serum albumin High stability, enantiomeric
separation of D- and L-tryptophan
(Trp)
Monolithic columns
in chromatography
Kato et al., 2002
(ref. 255)
Blocks
assembly
MCM-41 mesoporous
silica
Cytochrome c Non-cytotoxicity, easy internaliza-
tion by living human cells
Transmembrane
protein delivery
Slowing et al., 2007
(ref. 266)
Laponite Polyphenol oxidase Sensitivity towards a citrus ﬂavonoid,
long-term catalytic activity
Amperometric
biosensor
Mousty et al., 2007
(ref. 278)
Sepiolite Lipase High stability, facile recyclability Enzyme reactor for
biodiesel production
V. Caballero et al.,
2009 (ref. 285)
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advanced applications are also proposed such as controlled
release of proteins in living cells. Thus, MCM-41 mesoporous
silica nanoparticles entrapping cytochrome c have been
successfully tested as a transmembrane delivery vehicle, being
easily internalized by cells due to the shielding eﬀect of the
mesoporous silica support (Fig. 12).266
In a similar way to mesoporous silica, zeolites are suitable
solid supports for enzyme immobilization. These microporous
aluminosilicate minerals, usually prepared by synthetic
procedures with a wide variety of Si/Al compositions and
conformations267 are assembled to enzymes by an adsorption
process. Zeolites present a highly heterogeneous surface with
multiple adsorption sites, such as framework oxygen, silanol
groups and some compensating cations, that may aﬀord
strong interactions between the enzyme and the zeolite surface.
Both the structure and composition of the zeolite have a
marked inﬂuence on adsorption and, in consequence, on the
catalytic activity.268 As recently reported, the immobilization
is mainly driven by electrostatic interaction, but the Brønsted
acidity of diverse zeolite structures may originate diﬀerent
adsorption performances in each of them.269 Structures with
little acidity and with lower Si : Al ratio seem to procure the
best catalytic performance.268 The resulting biohybrids show
enhanced stability and may be easily recovered after use. Also,
the adsorbed enzyme could be removed by calcination and the
zeolite support reused for immobilization of new enzyme.270
Thus, due to these properties, the enzyme–zeolite hybrids are
usually applied as bioreactors, for instance in ﬂuidized beds271
or constituting new microreactor devices in which the
biohybrids are immobilized within a microﬂuidic channel as
a stationary phase.272
Also in a blocks-assembly approach, clay minerals have
been proven as suitable host matrices for the stable
immobilization of enzymes, mainly those belonging to the
group of layered silicates. As recently reviewed, most
enzyme–silicate biohybrids developed for biosensing
applications make use of natural and synthetic silicates such
as montmorillonite and laponite, respectively.273 The inter-
layer space of these natural and synthetic silicates can
accommodate a large variety of biomolecules within the
constrained interlayer regions. The entrapment of proteins in
montmorillonite was reported for the ﬁrst time in 1939 by
Ensmiger and Gieseking274 and, later, McLaren’s group
continued in the 1950s with an extensive work on this subject,
including a curious application in which montmorillonite was
used as a caliper to estimate the diameter of the intercalated
enzymes.275 The inorganic layers have the advantage of high
chemical inertness and biocompatibility, and oﬀer a protective
environment for the enzymes, avoiding microbial degradation.
For instance, the availability of horseradish peroxidase
assembled to montmorillonite for microorganisms can be
reduced by 90% in comparison with the free enzyme.276 At
the same time, the accessibility of substrates to the active sites
of immobilized enzymes is guaranteed by the open frameworks
of the layered silicates, which is essential for diverse applica-
tions of biohybrid materials.277 In electrochemical biosensors
the access of electroactive ions or redox mediators to the
immobilized enzyme is also required. For this purpose, an
additional advantage is the possibility of incorporating these
redox mediators between the silicate layers by an ion-exchange
process.273,278,279 In some cases, the clay platelets not only
contribute to the long term stability but also may improve the
analytical performance. For instance, a biosensor based on
laponite/polyphenol oxidase (PPO) biohybrid was able to
detect rutin, a citrus ﬂavonoid, which could not be detected
with a biosensor prepared simply by chemical cross-linking of
PPO onto the electrode surface,278 this improvement being
ascribed to the biocompatibility of the clay material and the
high permeability of the laponite-enzyme coating.280
The immobilization of very large size proteins in the clay
interlayer space may be restricted due to the narrow interlayer
distance of ca. 0.2 nm, and the protein molecules may be then
adsorbed on the external surface of clay platelets.281 The
intercalation can be achieved by previous intercalation of an
appropriate compound that produces a spatial enlargement of
the clay galleries. Organic tetraalkylammonium species are
commonly used to enlarge the interlayer space, facilitating the
further intercalation of large size enzymes such as myoglobin
or haemoglobin (Fig. 13),277 but recently polymeric species
such as a,o-diaminopoly(oxypropylene) were also successfully
employed for this purpose.282
A new route for the intercalation of enzymes proposed the
use of a synthetic aminopropyl-modiﬁed magnesium silicate
following an exfoliation/restacking mechanism.283,284 The
initial exfoliation was produced by protonation of the amino
Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the application of MCM-41
mesoporous silica nanoparticles entrapping cytochrome c as a
transmembrane delivery vehicle. The cytochrome c passes through
the cell membrane due to the shielding eﬀect of the mesoporous silica
support and is released into the cytoplasm. (Reprinted with permission
from ref. 266. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.)D
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groups in aqueous solution and the layered silicate was
spontaneously reassembled incorporating negatively charged
small size biomolecules between the layers, leading to inter-
calation compounds in a process driven by electrostatic
interactions. Higher size proteins, such as haemoglobin, gave
rise to exfoliated materials after reassembly of the protonated
layers.284
The stability of intercalated enzymes is usually high and
they remain between the silicate layers even after treatment of
the biohybrid with other biomolecules, which could be
attributed to the strong adsorption of enzymes to the silicate
layers.282 In few cases, such a strong adsorption has been
reported as a negative factor leading to reduction of the
catalytic activity.279 This has been also observed after
adsorption of enzymes onto ﬁbrous clay minerals such as
sepiolite and palygorskite,285,286 and may be attributed to a
variety of factors, including blocking interaction of the amino
acids essential for catalysis with the surface of the clay mineral,
disruption of the three-dimensional structure of the protein, as
well as steric hindrance for the substrate or diﬀusional limita-
tions. However, ﬁbrous clays are suitable supports for enzyme
adsorption due to their biocompatibility as well as high
speciﬁc surface area and porous morphology, yielding
biohybrid materials of high stability that are usually applied
as bioreactors, for instance in the production of biodiesel from
sunﬂower oil.285
In other cases the stability of the biohybrid may be
enhanced by crosslinking the enzymes with diﬀerent
compounds including glutaraldehyde (GA), poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), or poly(o-phenylenediamine)
(PPD)273 or using GA to covalently bind the enzyme to the
silicate layer previously modiﬁed with 3-aminopropyltriethoxy-
silane.287 In this last case, the high stability of the biohybrid
guarantees its continuous use in a packed bed reactor for 96 h
with only a 15% loss in activity.
3.6 Nucleic acids assembling to silica and silicates
Nucleic acids are macromolecules composed of chains of
monomeric nucleotides that have the function to carry genetic
information or form structures within cells, with deoxy-
ribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) being
the most common nucleic acids. These biomacromolecules
can interact with silica or silicates following molecular- or
blocks-assembly strategies, originating biohybrid materials
with applications mainly related to bioanalysis or to the
biomedical ﬁeld.
Typical examples of silica–nucleic acid materials concern
the conjugation of silica nanoparticles with biological entities
such as DNA, by physisorption or by covalent attachment on
the silica surface. This assembling results in biohybrid
materials which are very useful in bioanalysis and gene
transfection, which take advantage of the properties of
nano-sized silica particles: inherent low cytotoxicity, high
transfection eﬃciency, versatility, unrestricted plasmid size
or better shelf-life, as recently reviewed.288 The nucleic acids
may be also entrapped within a porous matrix following a
molecular-assembly approach, but very few examples of
encapsulation in silica networks derived from silicon alkoxides
in sol–gel process have been reported until now. Tests carried
out by encapsulation of guanine and adenine proved that both
DNA purines preserved their structural integrity within the
silica network.289 However, they interact with the silanol
groups of the matrix by hydrogen bonding, contributing to
create macropores in the silica matrix.289 Pierre and
co-workers found that DNA molecules were stably retained
within a silica network, which was attributed to possible
complexation between phosphate groups of DNA and the
surface of the silica cage, as well as to the microporous pore
size in the silica gel network that impedes the removal of
entrapped molecules.290 The DNA–silica biohybrids showed
mechanical and chemical stability in both aqueous and organic
solvents. The entrapped DNA molecules were proven to retain
their speciﬁc functions, being able to adsorb typical
DNA-interactive chemicals. This adsorption property together
with the possibility to recycle and reuse this biohybrid,
make it a promising material for separation of harmful
Fig. 13 Haemoglobin intercalated in organically modiﬁed magadiite.
The previous intercalation of tetrabutylammonium species enlarges
the clay galleries, facilitating the access of voluminous proteins. Based
on data from ref. 277.
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DNA-interactive chemicals and in environmental clean-up
applications.291,292 An additional advantage in this type of
DNA–silica material is the protection of the entrapped DNA
molecules against hydrolysis by nuclease enzymes.293
Following a blocks-assembly approach, diverse inorganic
solids conjugated with nucleic acids were also able to protect
the adsorbed molecules from enzymatic degradation. This was
observed in the case of mesoporous silica nanoparticles with
large pores, which were eﬀective in the adsorption of plasmid
DNA, leading to stable materials that resist the attack of
nucleases.294 Silicates belonging to the clay minerals family
have been also tested for protection of DNA. Adsorption of
nucleic acids on smectites resulted in formation of micro-
composites, as these biomacromolecules are not able to
penetrate into the clay interlayer space and adsorb on the
external surface of the silicate, ﬁtting to a Langmuir isotherm
in the case of montmorillonite.295 Montmorillonite and
kaolinite were also proven to provide protection for DNA
against nuclease degradation, this being higher in the case of
montmorillonite although it shows a lower binding aﬃnity of
DNA.296 These results suggested that the DNA degradation
does not depend on the degree of DNA binding on the silicates
or on changes in the DNA structure due to adsorption, but on
the eﬃcient retention of nucleases that bind to clay
minerals.296 Strong interaction with the silicate surface may
cause structural changes in the DNA backbone due to a
reorientation of the phosphate groups, as observed in the
wrapping of DNA on halloysite, a nanotubular alumino-
silicate clay mineral.297 As mentioned above, the retention of
nucleic acids on clay minerals may be enhanced by previous
modiﬁcation of the inorganic solid support with appropriate
compounds, as shown in the cases of biohybrid materials
involving the polysaccharide chitosan intercalated in
rectorite194 or the gelatin/siloxane hybrid nanoparticles
functionalized with appropriate peptides.239
Other modiﬁcations of silicates with organic compounds are
addressed to achieve intercalation compounds, in which the
DNA molecules could be accommodated between the
inorganic host layers. This is the case of a synthetic amino-
propyl-modiﬁed magnesium silicate that can be exfoliated by
protonation of the amino groups in aqueous solution and
spontaneously reassembled incorporating the negatively
charged DNA molecules between the layers through electro-
static interactions (Fig. 14).283,298
Conventional organoclays derived from intercalation of
alkylammonium compounds in smectites can be also conju-
gated with nucleic acids. As recently reported, the expansion
of the interlayer space of montmorillonite could allow the
accommodation of DNA molecules within the galleries of the
organoclay, which provides protection against nuclease
degradation, and was successfully tested for transfection of
DNA to the nucleus of cells.299 In vivo experiments carried out
with a montmorillonite–plasmid DNA material conﬁrmed the
suitability of this type of silicate-DNA biohybrids for
application as a non-viral vector for gene-delivery.300 Oral
administration of the montmorillonite–plasmid DNA material
in mice showed the successful transfection of the plasmid into
the cells of the small intestine. Given that transfection was not
observed for the naked plasmid, this result suggests the
protective eﬀect of inorganic support on the plasmid from
the acidic environment in the stomach and DNA-degrading
enzymes in the intestine.300 In addition to gene delivery,
another application of this type of materials is related to
bioanalysis. A recent example reported the use of DNA
assembled to aluminium-modiﬁed smectites in the building
of carbon paste electrodes (CPE), which were applied as
sensors to study the diﬀerent binding strength of low
molecular weight compounds with ssDNA and dsDNA.301
4. Bio-hybrids from biological entities in silica and
silicate matrices
4.1 Fragments of biological entities assembled to silica and
silicates
Silica and silicate matrices are appropriate supports for the
entrapment of biological species, resulting in biohybrid
materials in which the functionality of the entrapped bio-
logicals is retained due to the protective eﬀect of the inorganic
host. Some examples of biohybrid materials including cell
fragments or complex protein systems assembled to silica
and silicates are found in literature, prepared either by a
molecular approach, the sol–gel process, or through a
blocks-assembly approach using appropriate silicates and
mesoporous silica.
In addition to the suitable conditions of the sol–gel process
to avoid harm of the entrapped biologicals, an additional
advantage is that the gel network grows around the biological
entity, which acts as a structural template during the process,
without any restriction due to the biomolecule size. Thus, the
molecular assembly from sol–gel precursors seems to be the
best procedure to encapsulate large size biologicals such as
complex protein systems302 or cell fragments,303 which could
not be accommodated in the interlayer space of clays due to its
narrow size or in preformed mesoporous silicas. An interesting
application of silica-encapsulated biological fragments is
related to the successful entrapment of ‘‘protein synthesis
machinery’’ from E. coli within a silica matrix derived from
a mixture of alkoxysilanes.304 This biological machinery
involves ribosomes, which are particulate sub-cellular compo-
nents made from complexes of RNAs and proteins, as well as
other enzymes and nucleic acids required in the synthesis of
proteins (Fig. 15). The functionality of immobilized biological
compounds was preserved within the silica sol–gel matrix,
allowing the reproduction of complicated biological process
within an inorganic matrix, in a similar way as they occur in
living cells.
When photofunctional elements are immobilized, another
important advantage of using the molecular assembly of silica
precursors is the optical transparency of the resulting silica
matrix. This fact allows direct measurements of the photo-
chemical activity of entrapped systems, for instance the
spinach Photosystem I (PSI) complex involved in the conver-
sion of solar energy into chemical energy.302 PSI was able to
retain its structural and photocatalytic integrity after
encapsulation within silica, resulting in a promising biohybrid
material for building biobased optoelectronic devices as well
as novel artiﬁcial photosynthesis systems.302 In a similar
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approach, sub-cellular plant structures called thylakoids have
been entrapped within a silica matrix formed in a sol–gel
process from TEOS precursor.305 Thylakoids are photo-
synthetic membranes enclosed within a double membrane that
forms a structure known as the chloroplast, the centre for
photosynthetic reactions, and are not stable when isolated.
The encapsulation of these entities requires optimization of the
sol–gel procedure, such as removing the by-product ethanol
and controlling the pH before addition of thylakoids. The
amount of silica and the subsequent degree of condensation of
the silica framework formed around the thylakoids need also
to be optimized to avoid a large amount of shrinkage of the
matrix, which could destroy the entrapped biologicals due to
an excessive pressure. The resulting biohybrids show the
enhanced stability of thylakoids, which preserve their bio-
activity up to one month. Thus, these biohybrids could be
envisaged as new ‘‘living materials’’ for application as photo-
catalytic reactors capable of biomimicking photosynthetic
processes, such as harvesting solar energy and splitting water
molecules.305
In natural photosynthetic systems, the sunlight conversion
processes to chemical energy are carried out by speciﬁc
proteins containing chlorophyll. Chlorophyll a has been
incorporated in silica–surfactant mesostructured materials306
Fig. 15 Schematic representation of the encapsulation of ‘‘protein synthesis machinery’’ by sol–gel within a silica matrix and performance of the
biohybrid system in the synthesis of proteins. (Reproduced from ref. 304 by permission of Wiley-VCH.)
Fig. 14 Aminopropyl-modiﬁed magnesium silicate (AMP) may be exfoliated in water due to protonation of amino groups forming dispersed
nanosheets. Electrostatically induced reassembly of these organoclay layers by association with DNA may lead to: (a) an ordered mesolamellar
nanocomposite, or (b) to an ultrathin organoclay covering on individual DNA molecules when the exfoliated AMP is fractionated by gel
chromatography, leading to molecular-scale isolation of the double-helical strands. (Reprinted with permission from ref. 298. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society.)
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as well as in mesoporous silica modiﬁed with 1,4-butanediol.307
Energy transfer in the hybrid has been investigated by
photocurrent generation,306 photoluminescence and photo-
reduction.308,309 The arrangement of chlorophylls and the
distance between adjacent molecules are crucial factors
to determine the absorption/ﬂuorescence, energy transfer
eﬃciency, and charge separation probability as a result of
molecular interactions. In the mesoporous host–guest systems,
they are regulated by the pore size and diﬀerent types of
interactions which occur among chlorophyll aggregates in
the mesopores.
In addition to create a nanospace mimicking protein
environment for pigment immobilization, mesopores have
been used to immobilize enzymes. One current research trend
consists in the development of nanostructured materials
biomimicking photosynthesis stabilizing the protein into
nanoporous silica hybrids.310,311 A photosynthetic reaction
center (RC) pigment–protein complex was eﬀectively adsorbed
to mesoporous silica with a pore size of 7.9 nm.312
Although to a lesser extent than silica and mesoporous
silica, clays can be also employed as supports for complex
protein systems. An interesting example reports the intercala-
tion of rhodopsin in an organoclay. Rhodopsin is a pigment of
the retina that is responsible for both the formation of the
photoreceptor cells and the ﬁrst events in the perception of
light. Humans have four photoreceptive proteins; one for
twilight vision, and three others for color vision. The ﬁrst is
present in rod-cells, and its photoreceptive protein is called
‘‘rhodopsin’’ (lmax B 500 nm). The latter are present in
cone-cells, and called by their absorbing colors, such as
‘‘human blue’’ (lmax B 425 nm), ‘‘human green’’
(lmax B 530 nm), and ‘‘human red’’ (lmax B 560 nm). In all
cases, the chromophore is the protonated retinal Schiﬀ base in
the 11-cis isomeric state (RSB-11) that is bound to a lysine
residue at the 7-th helix of the opsin. Protein structures
composed of 7-transmembrane helices are common not only
for the visual proteins but also for thousands of G-protein
coupled receptors. Colour originates from the energy gap of
the protonated RSB-11 between its electronically excited and
ground states. Although artiﬁcial construction of wide colour
tuning of the rhodopsin chromophore in other materials had
been unsuccessful for a long time, Sasaki and Fukuhara313
reported that the lmax of all-trans RSB at 530 nm was achieved
when mixed with a montmorillonite (Kunipia-F) modiﬁed
with dimethyloctadecylamine (DOA) in benzene solution.
Exchange of interlayer cations with DOA presumably leads
to a great aﬃnity for organic molecules, and hence all-trans
RSB was intercalated and a proton was supplied from DOA.
While the colour tuning mechanism is yet to be understood,
the clay thereby became a potential protein-like model matrix.
Thus, the assembly of protein and clay, completely diﬀerent
matrices, works similarly to RSB, the chromophore molecule
of our vision.
4.2 Silica and silicate biohybrids incorporating whole cells and
microorganisms
The preparation of biohybrid materials by combination of
microorganisms and silica or silicates may follow molecular-
and blocks-assembling processes, but the literature on this
subject reﬂects a preferential use of sol–gel technology for the
entrapment of biological entities such as living cells, yeasts,
algae, lichens, virus and bacteria.314 The interest in
maintaining the viability of the immobilized entities depends
on the type of application, and this aim appears to be a real
challenge. Non-living biomass associated to silica or silicates is
employed as biosorbent for removal of pollutants315,316 or for
electroanalytical purposes.317,318 However, many other
applications require biohybrids with encapsulated living cells
and microorganisms, for use as bioreactors proﬁting from
their metabolic activity for production of beneﬁcial
compounds,319–321 as well as in other interesting applications
within the biomedical ﬁeld.322–324 Selected examples of the
possible applications of these materials are summarized in
Table 7.
As occurs in the case of protein encapsulation, the soft
conditions of the sol–gel procedure and the inertness of the
formed silica are suitable for entrapment of living cells and
microorganisms, but this process requires optimization in
order to guarantee their viability.325 One of the ﬁrst actions
taken for this purpose was the removal of harmful by-products
such as alcohol released during the process prior to the
incorporation of microorganisms.326 An alternative procedure
is the so-called Biosil process, consisting in the use of common
Table 7 Applications of biohybrids involving biomass and living cells and microorganisms assembled to silica or silicates
Approach
Molecular precursor
or building block
Cells or
microorganisms Properties Application Ref.
Molecular
assembly
Organoalkoxysilanes Microalga
Chlorella vulgaris
High long-term stability, aﬃnity to-
wards heavy metal ions
Amperometric sensors
in electroanalysis
Darder et al., 2010
(ref. 318)
Silicon alkoxide
precursor
Pancreatic islets
of Langerhans
High long-term stability, immuno-
isolation of transplanted tissue with
minimal rejection and ﬁbrosis
Bioartiﬁcial organs Pope et al., 1997
(ref. 322)
Sodium silicate and
colloidal silica
Cyanobacteria Long-term stability, preservation of
photoactivity
Photobioreactors Rooke et al., 2008,
(ref. 333)
Blocks
assembly
Bentonite Alga ulva sp. High biomass loading, easy recovery,
possibility of reuse
Biosorbent for
recovery of hexavalent
uranium from water
Donat & Aytas,
2005 (ref. 337)
Zeolite Xylanolytic bacteria Stable storage and easy application Biogas production Weiß et al., 2010
(ref. 339)
Sepiolite Inﬂuenza virus Preservation of antigenic activity,
enhancement of immunogenic eﬀect
Intranasal or
intramuscular vaccines
E. Ruiz-Hitzky
et al., 2009 (ref. 324)
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silicon alkoxide precursors in the vapour phase (chemical
vapour deposition) which can react with surface-adsorbed
H2O and exposed –OH.
323 The addition of glycerol327,328 or
phospholipids329 may also help to maintain the viability of
entrapped cells within the silica cage, as it contributes to the
formation of a protective layer surrounding them that avoids
excessive drying of water. Organopolysiloxane precursors
bearing biocompatible groups such as gluconolactone seem
also helpful for this purpose, producing a biocompatible
matrix.330 The aim of all these approaches is to produce robust
biohybrid materials in which the viability of cells is
guaranteed, showing a long-term stability. These properties
are of major importance for the diverse areas of application.
The encapsulation of yeasts and algae is mainly addressed to
application as bioreactors, proﬁting from the metabolic
products of the encapsulated microorganisms, such as dyes
for application in food and cosmetic industries320 or with
potential therapeutic uses.328 These approaches also aﬀord
biohybrids for interesting biomedical applications in the ﬁeld
of tissue engineering and development of bioartiﬁcial organs,
whose activity was proven after in vivo implantation.322,323
Again, the transparency of the silica matrices can be utilized
for monitoring the activity of the entrapped cells by means of
spectroscopic techniques, in order to assess their long-term
activity.331 The brittleness of silica matrixes can be overcome
by using organoalkoxysilanes, that produce ﬂexible and resis-
tant networks, free of fractures, in which non-living biomass
can be entrapped (Fig. 16A and B). The biohybrids may be
easily processed as thin coatings on electrode surfaces and
applied in the electroanalytical determination of heavy metal
ions in aqueous solution.317,318 The algae could be also
removed from the polysiloxane network leaving only a trace
of the algal cells (Fig. 16C–E), resulting in imprinted materials
prepared by a soft lithographic approach that could be
potentially used as artiﬁcial receptors for electrochemical
sensing of algae target species.318
Aqueous silicates may be more suitable silica precursors for
encapsulation of living biological entities due to their
biocompatibility and the low ecological impact of silicate
chemistry, but they show several disadvantages such as the
lack of diversity, ﬂexibility, and processability.332 Thus, silicon
alkoxides are preferred for processing the biohybrids as thin
ﬁlms, for instance in biosensing applications, while the
aqueous silicates and colloidal silica lead to bulk gel materials
with potential application as bioreactors, for instance photo-
bioreactors based on the immobilization of photosynthetic
cyanobacterial strains.333
Porous materials processed by freeze-cast techniques from
silica nanosols, resulting in the so-called biocers,334 or by
freeze-drying of silicate-based nanocomposites335 may be a novel
alternative to sol–gel technologies for entrapment of micro-
organisms such as yeasts, bacteria and algal cells. These open
structures facilitate the accessibility of nutrients, and in the case
of macroporous nanocomposites, the growth and proliferation of
cells inside the pores was conﬁrmed,335 which has not been
reported in the case of cells encapsulated in silica-based matrices.
Although to a lesser extent than silica, diﬀerent types of
natural and synthetic silicates have been also tested as
Fig. 16 (A) Chlorella vulgaris and (B) Anabaena sp. PCC7120 algal cells entrapped in polysiloxane networks. (C) Imprinting of the polysiloxane
by soft-lithography technique with the chain of Anabaena cells acting as template during polycondensation and aging of the xerogel ﬁlm, and
(D, E) trace on the dry xerogel after removal of algal cells. Images A–D taken on an optical microscope and image E with a confocal microscope.
(More information in ref. 318.)
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supports for immobilization of living cells and micro-
organisms. In contrast to encapsulation by sol–gel processes,
the association of biological entities to silicates proceeds
through adsorption on the surface of the inorganic solids.
The huge size of this type of organisms, ranging from 50 nm in
the case of viruses up to 10 mm in most cells, also impede the
access to the galleries of layered silicates, so that these entities
are associated to the external surface of silicates. Recent
studies conﬁrmed that silicates such as montmorillonite and
kaolinite, used as biocompatible supports of several types of
bacteria, have positive eﬀects in the growth of assembled
microorganisms,336 which may be partially attributed to the
removal of metabolic inhibitors or to the buﬀering of pH by
the clay minerals. Thus, these silicates may create a beneﬁcial
environment that enhances the biodegradation activity of the
supported bacteria.
Non-living biomass associated to silicates may be employed
as biosorbent for removal of pollutants. Thus, a biosorbent of
radioactive species was prepared by assembly of low-cost and
available components, Alga ulva sp. and sodium bentonite,
and successfully applied to the recovery of hexavalent uranium
ions from water.337 Similar biosorbents for removal of heavy-
metal ions were based on yeast cells assembled to the ﬁbrous
silicate sepiolite.338 The use of supported biomass is advanta-
geous, since it allows higher biomass loadings, easy recovery
from the reaction mixture and possibility of reusing the
biomass. In addition to batch experiments, the supported
biomass can also constitute the stationary phase of columns.
Other interesting applications of biohybrids based on silicates
and living microorganisms are related to the areas of energy
production and biomedicine. An example of the former is the
production of biogas, a valuable source of renewable energy,
using a enriched hemicellulolytic bacteria immobilised on an
activated zeolite, loaded with trace metal elements, which is
able to enhance the microbial activity.339 A recent work has
reported the preparation of vaccines against inﬂuenza, based
on the assembly of viral particles to sepiolite ﬁbres previously
modiﬁed with the polysaccharide xanthan to increase the
retention of virus.324 The silicate in this biohybrid acts not
only as a carrier, but also as an adjuvant that contributes to
enhance the immune response. Another important result of
this work is that the assembly to the silicate surface does not
reduce the antigenic properties of the supported virus.324
5. Conclusion
From a simplistic point of view, bottom–up strategies for
development of hybrids and biohybrids involving silica and
silicates, consist basically in the two following approaches.
(i) The direct assembly of silica-based blocks already
prepared and organic species mainly with the aim to introduce
functionality to the inorganic counterpart. This is for instance
the case of intercalation processes, grafting reactions or direct
adsorptions on silica/silicate surfaces.
(ii) The assembly of organic and inorganic species from
molecular precursors that drive to the building of hybrid
materials using the components to be joined together. This is
the case of sol–gel processes resulting in a silica matrix
entrapping organic and biological species.
Discussion about hybrids and biohybrids of very similar
composition but prepared by these two approaches has been
introduced during this review trying to illustrate the diﬀerent
characteristics that can be exhibited by the designed materials
depending on the used synthesis strategy. More complex
preparative methods that combine both type of strategies are
increasingly applied with a view to develop new sophisticated
multifunctional nanostructured materials. Of particular
relevance is the preparation of biomimetic and bioinspired
hybrid systems, using the above-discussed principles and
strategies, with the aim to provide a multifunctionality on a
level to that found in Nature.
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